
Beyond the Cage
AI & The Spirit of 

Discovery



Yolo!

Emerging Tech

Right tool for the right job

Reducing Risk
Make it kinda work and 
lower the stakes

Break & Iterate
Continuous systems are 
valuable



It kinda works
Hype is not validation.

Debunk the wild claims.

Join the community.



Play

InclusiveCreativeLow Risk



Break & Iterate

Security

Users? amirite?

Spacklepunched
Inevitable 
Innovations



I Am A Large Language Model

Data
Target training 

data set

Output
The next most 
likely token in 

a sequence

Parameters
Derived 
adjustments to 
minimize error

Architecture
Neural 
Networks



Praise
Cage!



Building an Agent

Cleaning Data Testing Prompts

ChatGPT can do it all!
sorta…

Automation



Building an Agent

Cleaning Data Testing Prompts Automation

Select Code Interpreter Model & upload a .CSV file

Prompt it to manipulate the data.



Code Interpreter



Building an Agent

Cleaning Data Testing Prompts Automation

Learn Python



Assistive Intelligence

Shocking Take-away!!!

It’s still programming



● Custom embeddings and Vector databases. 
● The most amount of work.

● Token limits and maintaining coherence. 



Architecture





"""You are a world class researcher, who can do detailed research on any topic and produce facts based results; 
            you do not make things up, you will try as hard as possible to gather facts & data to back up the research

            Please make sure you complete the objective above with the following rules:
            1/ You should do enough research to gather as much information as possible about the objective

            2/ If there are url of relevant links & articles, you will scrape it to gather more information
            3/ After scraping & search, you should think "is there any new things i should search & scraping based on the 

data I collected to increase research quality?" If answer is yes, continue; But don't do this more than 3 iterations
            4/ You should not make things up, you should only write facts & data that you have gathered

            5/ In the final output, You should include all reference data & links to back up your research; You should 
include all reference data & links to back up your research

            6/ In the final output, You should include all reference data & links to back up your research; You should 
include all reference data & links to back up your research"""

—Proompting



Praise
Cage!



face/off

Stochastic Parrots



SPAM
Spam spam spam 
spam spam Glorbo!

Spam spam spam 
spam spam spam

Not A Good Look

Devaluing Humans

Exploitation of data 
labellers

Misrepresentation of 
machine output

Systemic Bias
Reflections in the 
model

SPAMInvisible Labor

SPAM
Spam spam spam 
spam spam spam





Reflect the best in all of us.



CREDITS: This presentation template was 
created by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, 
infographics & images by Freepik

Want to build something together?

pchinjr@gmail.com

Paul Chin Jr.

Thanks!

Give yourselves a round of applause

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr


CREDITS: This presentation template was 
created by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, 
infographics & images by Freepik

1. https://www.theverge.com/2011/12/20/2650473/callinoates-int
erview-hall-oates-hotline-michael-selvidge-reid-butler

2. https://twistedsifter.com/2010/02/razzle-dazzle-camouflage/
3. https://llm-attacks.org/
4. https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2013/11/the-writer-automata/
5. https://fair.work/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2023/07/Fairwor

k-Cloudwork-Ratings-2023-Red.pdf
6. https://github.com/JayZeeDesign/researcher-gpt
7. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nyuvUPAI0gg
8. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Rl2hSf9DYY
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